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Introduction and overview

This Tenth Annual Report on the European Parliament’s Historical Archives has been drawn up
under Article 9(2) of Council Regulation (EEC, Euratom) No 354/1983 of 1 February 1983 (as
amended by Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 1700/2003 of 22 September 2003) concerning
the opening to the public of the historical archives of the European Economic Community and the
European Atomic Energy Community. That article stipulates that ‘each institution shall publish
information annually on its historical archiving activities’.

° ° °

Evolution

The evolution in 2013 of the documentary policies pursued inside the EP may be considered highly
significant on three levels:

 The European Parliament: On 25 October 2013 the Secretary-General adopted a decision
applying the Bureau decision of 2 July 2012 on document management in the European
Parliament. The Secretary-General’s decision provides for the detailed implementation of
the integrated document management system requested in the Bureau decision. The
Historical Archives Unit, which made a significant contribution to the preparation of the
Secretary-General’s decision, will also be involved in the implementation, starting in 2014
and on numerous levels: creating a common filing structure for EP documents and a
common drafting retention list of the Institution; organising training courses in document
management, etc.

 New Directorate-General: The Historical Archives Unit is, as of 1 November 2013, part of
the new Directorate-General for Parliamentary Research Services (EPRS), Directorate B
(Library). This will permit further strengthening of the synergies between the Historical
Archives and the Library (especially the historical branch of the Library).

 The Historical Archives: the new approach intended to bolster the unit’s core activities (the
main focus of which is archiving work) has been pursued and strengthened, by:

- a further increase in the number of staff involved in the unit’s main activities (archiving,
IT and DB administration);

- continuing to acquire software tools with a view to processing digitised and native
electronic files and storing them in a multilingual online database;

- reinforcing activities aimed at enhancing the value of the Historical Archives, to the
benefit of both those inside the EP and the wider public.

Against this background, the principal achievements during the year were as follows:

1. An important strengthening of the Unit’s composition, by the recruitment of two
archivists, two assistant archivists and one IT expert (see Section 1);

2. The Historical Archives’ contribution to the drafting of the Secretary-General’s decision on
document management in the European Parliament, adopted on 25 October 2013, and to the
preparations for the implementing measures to be taken by the operational services;

3. Work on issuing a call for tenders for the new CLAVIS database (see Point 3.2.1);
4. Implementation of the contract for the ELEURA programme (see Point 3.2.2);
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5. Adopting numerous measures to enhance the value of the historical holdings (3
publications, 2 historical exhibitions, 2 interviews with political personalities, etc) (see
Point 5.1).

A more specific list of the principal actions taken in 2013 is presented below:

Transfer of EP holdings to the Historical Archives

 The second operation conducted pursuant to the Bureau decision of 4 July 2011 on acquiring
the papers of current or former MEPs consisted of the acquisition of the archival holdings of
two former MEPs, which are currently being processed (see Section 5.1.12);

 Work continued on the project for drawing up retention schedules for all DGs, with the
adoption of the schedules of all DGs except for DG COMM and the new DGs (EPRS,
SAFE) (see Section 4);

 New material was received from various services of Parliament, in particular DG IPOL (see
Section 5.2);

 Magnetic audio recordings of meetings of parliamentary committees and delegations and
ACP meetings were received for digitisation (see Section 5.2);

 The courses previously held on managing documentary archives were suspended in 2013,
pending their reorganisation in the framework of the future training programme of the
Interdepartmental Group on Document Management (GIDOC).

Processing of the Historical Archives (see Section 5.2)

 More than 19 000 items (sets of similar documents, in most cases comprising all language
versions of a given document) were processed, described and entered into the CLARA-
ARCDOC database;

 The main material processed comprised: parliamentary questions; motions for resolutions;
documents of different parliamentary committees (Budgets; Culture and Education;
Environment, Public Health and Food Safety; Fisheries; Legal Affairs; Economic and
Monetary Affairs; Temporary Committee on the alleged use of European countries by the
CIA for the transport and illegal detention of prisoners); Intergovernmental Conference
(IGC); Conference of Committee Chairs; the papers of former MEP Avril Doyle; the
archives of President Buzek’s office.

Making documents available to researchers and members of the public wishing to delve further into
the history of European integration (see Section 5.1)

 Two historical publications were produced: Equalising opportunities: the Women’s Rights
Committees 1979-1999; and 25 years of the Sakharov Prize: the European Parliament
upholding freedom of thought. In addition, a bilingual CD containing all the resolutions
adopted by the ACP-EU Joint Parliamentary Assembly between 1993 and 2012 was
published;

 The Historical Archives Unit continued to maintain its relations with universities and to
receive trainees and visitors undertaking research. There were 25 individual long-term
visitors during the year, and about 60 other members of the public were received by the
Historical Archives in the framework of group visits (academics, students, etc);

 Preparations were made for a forthcoming overhaul of the intranet site, the Historical
Archives section of the Europarl website, and the ARCDOC database, all of which are
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extremely valuable sources of information for hundreds of Parliament staff and thousands of
members of the public;

 Two interviews were carried out, with, respectively, Valéry Giscard d’Estaing and Hans-
Gert Pöttering, and a presentation of the archives of former Secretary-General Frits de Nerée
tot Babberich was posted on the intranet page;

 Two exhibitions were held in Strasbourg to celebrate, respectively, the publication on the
Women’s Rights Committee (March) and the 25th anniversary of the Sakharov prize
(November).

1. Administration

1.1 2013 budget

In 2013 the Historical Archives managed its appropriations under the following EP budget line:

Item Heading 2013 commitments

3222 Expenditure on archive funds EUR 1.954.515

(a) Expenditure

Expenditure in 2013 covered the following main items:

Outside archiving services

This principally involved sorting, organising and processing (digitisation and indexing), with
reference to: documents of various committees (Budget, Culture, Environment, Legal Affairs, etc);
motions for resolutions; parliamentary questions, etc.

Processing of papers of current and former MEPs

The processing of the following documents, acquired as a result of the call for expressions of
interest issued on 4 December 2012, was outsourced:

 the papers of Diana Wallis (former Vice-President of the EP).

(b) Procurement procedures

The Historical Archives service managed a series of framework contracts in 2013 (outside archiving
services, including digitisation of audiocassettes and microfilm services).

Public procurement

The Historical Archives service did not directly manage any procurement in 2013. Nevertheless, it
contributed to preparing the call for tenders for a new database (CLAVIS) to be managed by DG
ITEC, as well as to the evaluation committee (see Section 3.2.2).

1.2 Staff

Establishment plan and staff duties
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The establishment plan was unchanged in 2013, standing at 20 officials and two contract agents.
However, there was a difference in the distribution of responsibilities. The number of officials
whose duties relate to the unit’s main activities (archiving; database management; IT; dissemination
of information and documentation; research) was increased from 16 to 17, and the number of
coordination and administrative management posts was consequently reduced from 4 to 3.

Steps were taken during the year to enhance the professional status of establishment plan posts, by
upgrading vacant posts and recruiting two archivists, two assistant archivists and an IT specialist.
This raised the proportion of establishment plan posts occupied by archivists from 3/10 to 4/10, and
this trend is likely to continue further as part of a process of gradually bringing archive processing
work in-house (see Section 5.2, in particular the heading ‘Sorting, consolidation, description (of
paper or electronic archives) and digitisation (of paper archives)’).

The Unit is organised into function groups as follows:

I
 administration

II
 management of the procedure for acquiring and processing the archives of current and former MEPs
 mail management
 coordination of external archiving services (confidentiality, historical description, organisation of holdings)
 receipt of documents transferred in any medium
 analysis and updating of unit webpage content (intranet and internet)

III
 stock management
 management of the microform library
 processing of codecision files
 management of transfers to the European University Institute in Florence
 archive coordination (classification system, etc) of external archiving services (team projects: legislative holdings
and special holdings)
 analysing and updating the Unit’s webpage content (intranet and internet)

IV
 diffusion of documents
 assistance in the reading room
 development and management of relations with in-house and public users
 editing of Historical Archives publications, in cooperation with the Printshop

V
 management of the ARCDOC database
 design of projects to improve the database or acquire new databases

VI
 processing archive holdings
 planning and preparing interviews with political figures
 web presentation of historical archive holdings (Presidents, Secretaries-General, etc)
 digitising of magnetic recordings of meetings of parliamentary bodies (committees, etc)

VII
 participation in GIDOC
 management of the project ‘Management of current and intermediate archives at the EP’

VIII
 IT (databases, web, IT projects)
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External staff

The number of outside staff involved in the processing of archiving projects on the basis of
framework contracts increased, to 25 as at year-end.

1.3 Training

Training provided

No training was provided in 2013.

Training received

A number of courses in areas not directly related to archiving (language courses, public speaking,
drafting) were attended by Unit staff. The following courses with a more direct bearing on the
Unit’s core activities have been held:

 DTD (EAD, EAC, etc) training;
 training for trainers (for archivists who will be providing archive management training);
 Adobe Dreamweaver training, designed to help staff step up the posting of information on

the Historical Archives intranet site.

1.4 In-house communication and synergy

Until the end of October 2013, the Historical Archives Unit formed part of DG Presidency, within
which it fell under Directorate C (Library and Document Management). The Library, Official Mail,
Transparency and Citizens’ Information units also formed part of the same directorate.

In addition to the joint training courses held (see 1.3), there were numerous examples of synergy
and cooperation between the Directorate C documentation units.

 Official Mail

The Historical Archives Unit organises and archives, in paper and digital versions (the latter
searchable online), all the EP’s mail (21467 outgoing and 6403 incoming items in 2013).

 Transparency Unit

– Requests for documents

The Historical Archives Unit cooperates closely with the Transparency Unit, in particular in the
case of more extensive searches with historical profiles; 49 extensive searches were carried out
for that unit in 2013.

 Citizens’ Enquiries Unit

The Citizens’ Enquiries Unit passes on to the Historical Archives Unit all historical document
search requests received from members of the public. 23 such requests were received in 2013.
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 Library

In the framework of the functioning of the common Historical Archives and Library reading
room, the Historical Archives Unit cooperated with the historical branch of the Library in
Luxembourg, by welcoming its clients asking for documentation; 25 requests for documentation
were globally fulfilled.

° ° °

The Historical Archives Unit also cooperates on a regular basis with other DG Presidency services
and other DGs.

 The Secretary-General’s Office

The Historical Archives Unit works closely with the Secretary-General’s Office. The acquisition
of the archives of former Secretary-General Harald Rømer is already in the pipeline.

 Directorate for Information Technologies (DIT)

The Unit is currently cooperating with the DIT on two major projects, one relating to the
purchase of a new database (CLAVIS), and the other to the future maintenance of an electronic
document management programme (ELEURA) (see Section 3.2).

 DG COMM

The interviews with Mr Pöttering and Mr Giscard d’Estaing were filmed by the audiovisual unit
of this DG. Furthermore, very substantial support was provided by the same unit for the
Sakharov event in December 2013 (a film was projected during the exhibition).

 Other DGs

The Historical Archives Unit also cooperated with DG IPOL in order to acquire the historical
archives of the parliamentary committees and to add them to its existing holdings. Documents
from many of the committees (Legal Affairs, Civil Liberties, Petitions) were acquired.

The retention schedules for DGs EXPO and ITEC were adopted. The unit is currently working
with various DGs, notably in the framework of GIDOC, in order to establish a filing plan and a
common conservation list for all the Institution.

2. Premises

After having rationalised its stocks in order to prepare for future relocation and freeing up space for
deposits by DGs in line with their retention schedules (see Article 6(2) of the rules on document
management adopted by the Bureau on 2 July 2012), the Historical Archives Unit created an
electronic storage plan, allowing both rapid reaction in case of important document deposits and
monitoring of the remaining parts of archives still to be processed.
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3. Computerisation

3.1 Hardware

This section is not relevant to the Historical Archives service. Management of the hardware (server
and database) used by the unit is the responsibility of DG ITEC.

3.2 Software

3.2.1 Invitation to tender for upgrade from CLARA to CLAVIS database software

Since 2000, the Historical Archives service has been using archive management software called
CLARA to underpin the ARCDOC database. This database is available online (intranet site) and is
used in a more advanced version within the Unit itself and by the Bureau Secretariat and the
Secretary-General’s Office. In 2005 work started on a project for the creation of a new database
(CLAVIS) that will better reflect changes in Parliament’s IT environment. The project has finally
reached the launch stage, involving the purchase of a technical solution for a new database through
a tender procedure initiated in January 2013. As at the end of 2013, the contract had still not been
awarded.

3.2.2 Work concluded on document management software (ELEURA)

Under a framework contract put in place by DG ITEC, the Historical Archives Unit concluded a
contract for the development of a software programme (called ELEURA) for the grouping and
management of electronic archives. Work under the contract was completed mid-2013, but some
malfunctions were detected and communicated to the contractor. The application was still being
tested at the end of 2013.

4. Intermediate archives

A decision of the Secretary-General of 1 October 2008 marked the launch of a project to set up
‘retention schedules’ in order to establish uniform procedures for the retention of the current and
intermediate archives held by Parliament’s departments (period of retention; whether individual
documents will ultimately be destroyed or transferred to the historical archives; and the extent to
which they can be communicated). Each DG is required to draw up a schedule in cooperation with
the Historical Archives Unit. The schedules will then be harmonised so that a single schedule can
be used by all of Parliament (common retention list).

The Bureau decision of 2 July 2012 (Article 6) endorsed that decision and stipulated that all
retention schedules should be adopted by the end of January 2013. Deposits of historical archives
should then start coming in to the Unit. As at the end of 2013, only the retention lists for DG
COMM and the new/future DGs (EPRS and SAFE) had still to be adopted.
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5. Historical archives

5.1 Services for users/researchers

The Bureau decision of 2 July 20121 confirmed the historical archives’ main purpose, namely to
make the documents deposited therein available within Parliament and to provide public access to
those documents (Article 8).

In order to make its documentary resources as accessible to the public as possible, the Historical
Archives Unit has promoted its archive holdings in a number of ways:

1. Documentary information in the ARCDOC database:

ARCDOC contains more than five million documents. In 2013, 490 searches were made on
the database (down slightly on 2012, when there were 552).

2. Intranet site

The Historical Archives intranet site can be accessed at the following address:
http://www.europarl.ep.ec/archives.
Besides the database, it includes a number of historical sections:

 ‘Parliament in the past’: articles on Parliament’s past activities related to topical issues
(five files in 2013);

 former Presidents and Secretaries-General (intranet page with filmed interviews and
analysis of the archives of many of Parliament’s Presidents and Secretaries-General);

 former Members (archives acquired from current and former Members, with biographies
and archival and thematic analyses).

Database:

The number of unique users of the Historical Archives intranet site was 1 139 in 2013.

3. Sections on the Europarl site

Documentation service; holdings and collections; Parliament in the past; publications;
Simone Veil bequest; former Members’ papers. A thorough overhaul of the content is
currently being prepared and will be carried out once the process of upgrading Europarl has
been completed (plans for dynamic pages into which information can be fed by operational
departments).

4. Meeting ‘remote’ requests from the public for documents/information by email, telephone,
etc

1 See: Rules on document management in the European Parliament.
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In 2013 807 requests were dealt with by the team that assists researchers and more than
6399 documents were supplied. These figures represented an increase on those for 2012
(771 requests and 4916 documents).

5. Consulting historical documents in person on Historical Archives premises with the
assistance of the Front Office team

25 individual study visits lasting between one and 28 days were made by people wishing to
do in-depth research, with Historical Archives staff providing technical and documentary
assistance. The average duration of a study visit was longer than in previous years. About 60
visitors took part in group visits during the year.

6. Trainees

Three ‘Schuman trainees’ were taken in, of whom one worked on studies and one helped to
reorganise the Historical Archives library and the ACP collection. In addition, a trainee
reorganised the inventory of magnetic recordings, and another prepared the documentation
necessary to set up the Pöttering interview.

7. Studies and publications

Two historical publications – Equalising opportunities: the women’s rights committees
1979-1999 and 25 years of the Sakharov Prize: the European Parliament upholding
freedom of thought - were distributed to Members and EP staff and, outside Parliament, to
academic organisations. A bilingual CD containing all the resolutions adopted by the ACP-
EU Joint Parliamentary Assembly over the period 1993-2012 was made available to ACP-
EU members at the Assembly’s November plenary session in Addis Ababa.

8. Exhibitions

Two exhibitions consisting of posters, documents and pictures were held in 2013 in
Strasbourg, the first organised on the occasion of International Women’s Day in March and
the second to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the Sakharov Prize in November. The
Sakharov Prize exhibition was officially opened by President Schulz in the presence of
former prize-winners.

9. Historical description of collections

Descriptions are intended to provide researchers with an historical overview of the
documentation series available via the ARCDOC database. A complete revision of the
descriptions started in 2013.

10. A ‘Historical Information Service’ and a reading room are made available by both Historical
Archives and the historical branch of the Library to in-house and external users. This service
provides access to the historical documents held by the two units for all researchers wishing
to delve further into the history of European integration.

11. Interviews with former Presidents and Secretaries-General of the European Parliament
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The purpose of this project is to enrich the archive collections of former Presidents and
Secretaries-General of Parliament by adding filmed interviews with figures who have left
their marks on the Institution’s history. The project is being run in cooperation with
DG COMM (Audiovisual Unit), and interviews have now been conducted with most former
Presidents and Secretaries-General (still to be conducted are those with two Presidents,
Buzek and Schulz, and two Secretaries-General, Priestley and Rømer). The archives of each
will be analysed (and they still have to be received for Pöttering, Schulz and Rømer). The
intranet page for the interviews contains a wide range of documents (biographies and
selections of documents from the archives of the individuals concerned)
(http://www.europarl.ep.ec/archives/FondsInterviews/index_en.shtml).

12. New procedure for processing the archives of former MEPs

Under the procedure for acquiring archives of current and former Members adopted by
Bureau decision of 4 July 2011, two new archives (Doyle and Wallis) were acquired in 2012
and processed in 2013. In the same context, two further archives (Muscardini and
Varvitsiotis) were acquired in 2013.

5.2 Archive processing

Archive holdings and acquisitions in 2013

The historical archives currently available total some 2700 linear metres1 and comprise both
legislative and administrative collections, some of which are still being processed. A non-
exhaustive list may be found in the annex. These archives are processed in two stages:

 Paper archive deposits: in 2013, around 200 linear metres of paper files were received as
part of the regular deposits (oral questions, original acts, files from several committees
(PETI, JURI, LIBE), etc).

The main deposits were as follows:

PR and AM original 2013 2.5 m

Oral questions 2013 1 m

Plenary minutes 2013 1 m

PETI committee 2006-2007 15 m

JURI committee 9 m

LIBE committee 26 m

Agreements (on DVDs sent by the
Council)

30 agreements

Codecision procedures 79 decisions

Original acts deposited in the
Archives

80 documents

1 The overall number of linear metres remains the same, irrespective of how many new items are received, owing to the
fact that regular transfers are made to the Historical Archives of the European Union in Florence.
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DG COMM 1994-2012 30 posters

Former Members’ papers:
Muscardini/Varvitsiotis

0.70 m

Administrative documents 1 m

Guestbook from Pöttering
Presidency

2 books

 Sorting, consolidation, description (of paper or electronic archives) and digitisation (of
paper archives): during this stage, the files are identified and reorganised and any
documents which may be of no administrative or historical value are discarded (Article 7 of
Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 354/83). A description by level, in accordance with the
ISAD(G) archiving standard (series and files), is then undertaken in compliance with a wide
range of criteria and is entered directly into the database. This work was carried out
externally, with the exception of the four ‘citizens’ initiative’ files, which were processed by
a newly formed team of archivists. This process of bringing archiving work in-house will
continue in 2014.

 Entry into the database (of digitised documents or archives created in electronic form): In
2013, more than 19 100 items (sets of similar documents, in most cases made up of all the
language versions of a given document) were entered into the database. The breakdown is as
follows:

ARCDOC

Items added in 2013

RP PR/DE QP PV PT DE OD
Vcred

it Pres
.

Charter of
Fund. Rights
Convention

Total

AC 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

AH 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PE0 2 0 1 7 0 0 0 170 0 180

PE1 0 0 0 39 0 0 0 244 0 283

PE2 4 0 0 35 0 0 0 192 0 231

PE3 0 0 0 27 0 0 8 211 0 246

PE4 2 0 17 140 0 0 70 414 0 643

PE5 1 36 7 123 5936 0 57 384 0 0 6544

PE6 0 2528 0 0 7956 0 0 0 0 10484

TOTAL 9 2564 25 372 13892 0 135 1615 0 0 18612

FI AO CIG ACP SG MEP

20 0 87 0

04EV -
Enrico
Vinci

10

006WAL - WALLIS, Diana

311

007DOY - DOYLE, Avril
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54

05JP -
J.Priestley

6

20 0 87 0 16 365 Total: 488

Total items added in 2013 = 488+18612 = 19 100

Files

RP Parliamentary reports

PR/DE Motions for resolutions and written declarations

QP Parliamentary questions

PV Minutes (part-sessions and committee meetings)

PT Petitions

DE Verbatim Report of Proceedings: full debate and speeches

Sub-
holdings

OD Documents of the governing bodies (Bureau, Conference of Presidents and Quaestors)

Pres. Papers from Presidents’ Offices

Holding
s

FI Pictorial document collections (election campaign posters)

AO Official acts; ACC - agreements

ACP Parliamentary bodies in the field of development cooperation

SG Papers from Offices of Secretaries-General

MEP

CIG

Members’ papers

Documents related to the intergovernmental conferences

In addition to the digitisation of documents in paper form, plans are in place to digitise
recordings of meetings of parliamentary committees and delegations. One batch of cassettes
was digitised in 2013, corresponding to a total of 3912 hours of recordings.

 Transfer of processed paper archives to the European University Institute in Florence:
In accordance with both the contract signed on 17 November 1984 between the
Commission, acting on behalf of the other EU institutions, and the European University
Institute and the decisions made at meetings of the institutional working party on archives,
Historical Archives transferred 51 linear metres of archives, comprising:
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Motions for resolutions PE4 20.5
Written questions PE3 22.5
Oral questions PE3-PE4 3
Consolidation: plenary minutes AC-PE0; written questions
AC-PE1; parliamentary report PE0-PE2;
motion for resolution PE1-PE2 5

TOTAL 51 lm

° ° °

 Confidential documents service

The Classified Information Unit (CIU), which is part of the Directorate for Presidency Services,
will be tasked with holding classified documents (i.e. all documents above ‘restricted’ level) and
reviewing them for declassification once 25 years have passed since their publication (Bureau
decision of 6 June 2011). With regard to the handling of other documents containing information
that may not be made public (confidential details, personal data or information affecting the
commercial interests of businesses), new rules are currently being drawn to:

 replace the decision of 6 June 2011 (a new Bureau decision was adopted in 2013);
 lay down implementing measures at EPRS level for the decisions on document management

of 2 July 2012 (Bureau) and 25 October 2013 (SG).

6. Relations with international bodies and professional and academic organisations

Relations with international archive services continued, and there were visits of individual
researchers from European universities (from Germany, France, Italy, Belgium, Spain, Slovenia,
Poland, Denmark, Greece and Luxembourg) and non-European universities (from the US, Ukraine,
Georgia and China). There were also visits from:

 external groups: Parliament of Senegal; Parliament of Tunisia; University of Siena;
American University in Washington; group of interinstitutional trainees;

 internal groups: several groups from the Citizens’ Enquiries Unit.

Historical Archives publications continue to be distributed to a wide range of academic and
professional entities (universities, archives and libraries). Postdoctoral students in Luxembourg
studying the history of European integration make regular use of Historical Archives resources in
the course of their work.

Cooperation with the historical central archives of the EU in Florence is becoming more and more
important. While new methods of cooperation are being studied in the framework of a future
revision of Council Regulation No 354/83, the EP Historical Archives Unit is strengthening and
clarifying its ways of depositing and describing its archives, in order to harmonise the presentation
of its holdings with that of Florence and allow them to be presented in DTD/EAD on the Archives
Portal Europe.

Many meetings took place with Florence. The Historical Archives also organised, on 24 June 2013,
the twice-yearly interinstitutional meeting of the Historical Archives in the European Union, at
which, in particular, the revision of Council Regulation No 354/83 was debated.
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ANNEX

Description of the main types of documents and collections contained in the intermediate and
historical archives

Documents generated by parliamentary business

 Minutes of plenary sittings:
– authentic version signed by the President (since 1960) in all languages;
– version published in the Official Journal (complete collection, on paper, since 1952), in

French only.

 Debates:
– complete collection in all languages from 1952 (in microform and/or digital format);
– incomplete collection, with authors’ handwritten corrections.

 Resolutions / Motions for resolutions:
– complete collection since 1952.

 Minutes of committee and delegation meetings since 1952 (partial collection for delegation
meetings).

 Committee reports since 1952 and preparatory documents:
– Ad hoc Assembly (1952-1953);
– ECSC Common Assembly (1952-1958);
– EPA and the European Parliament before direct elections (1958-1979);
– European Parliament, first parliamentary term (1979-1984);
– European Parliament, second parliamentary term (1984-1989);
– European Parliament, third parliamentary term (1989-1994);
– European Parliament, fourth parliamentary term (1994-1999);
– European Parliament, fifth parliamentary term (1999-2004);
– European Parliament, sixth parliamentary term (2004-2009).

 Petitions:
– complete collection from 1955 to 2007.

 Parliamentary questions (written, oral, or for Question Time): complete collection.

 Written declarations.

 Audio recordings, incomplete collection (around 50 000 audiocassette recordings of
committee, delegation and ACP governing body meetings) from 1992 to 2010.

Documents of political bodies

 Presidents’ archive:
– Simone Veil archive (President 1979-1982) (inventory made, part of which is available to

the public);
– Pieter Dankert archive (President 1982-1984) (inventory made);
– Pierre Pflimlin archive (President 1984-1987) (inventory made);
– Lord Plumb archive (President 1987-1989) (inventory made);
– Enrique Barón Crespo archive (President 1989-1992) (inventory made);
– Egon Klepsch archive (President 1992-1994) (inventory made);
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– Klaus Hänsch archive (President 1994-1997) (inventory made);
– José María Gil-Robles archive (President 1997-1999) (inventory made);
– Nicole Fontaine archive (President 1999-2002) (inventory made);
– Pat Cox archive (President 2002-2004) (inventory made);
– Josep Borrell Fontelles archive (President 2004-2007) (inventory made);
– Jerzy Buzek archive (President 2009-2012).

 Papers of Presidency bodies (Bureau and enlarged Bureau, Conference of Presidents,
Quaestors) (minutes and documents, complete collection from 1952 to 2004); Committee of
Presidents (1952-1973).

 Conference of Committee Chairs archive (1982-2003).

Official mail

 Complete chronological collection since 1952.

 President’s collection (official correspondence only), in chronological order, since 1981.

Special archives

 EPA - Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe joint meetings series (1953-1979) –
complete description.

 Committee of the Four Presidents archive (1952-1967) – complete description.

 ACP Assembly archive (1958-1980) – complete description.

 ACP Assembly archive (1980-2005) – complete description.

 Intergovernmental Conferences (IGCs).

 Secretaries-General archive:
– papers from Mr Nerée tot Babberich’s office (1952-1960);
– papers from Mr Nord’s office (1961-1979);
– papers from Mr Opitz’s office (1970-1985);
– papers from Mr Vinci’s office (1986-1997);
– papers from Mr Priestley’s office (1997-2007).

 Bruck archive: documents on Parliament’s Rules of Procedure and the Staff Regulations.

 Members’ archives (processed):
– Mr Watson
– Ms Beer
– Ms Wallis
– Ms Gurmai (only documents concerning the ‘citizens’ initiative’ report)
– Mr Häfner (only documents concerning the ‘citizens’ initiative’ report)
– Mr Lamassoure (only documents concerning the ‘citizens’ initiative’ report)
– Ms Doyle
− Ms Muscardini
− Mr Varvitsiotis
− Ms Theato

 Photographs of MEPs and other leading figures in the history of European integration.
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 Poster collections.

 Agreements and treaties since 1952 (on CD since 2004) – Treaties up to 2012.

 Convention on the Future of Europe archive (2002-2003) – complete description.

 Archive: Intergroup of local and regional elected representatives (undergoing processing).

 Codecision procedures – complete series.
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